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STRONG ELECTRON CORRELATIONS
AND QUANTUM INTERFERENCE EFFECTS IN
ELECTRONIC TRANSPORT THROUGH A WIRE
WITH SIDE-ATTACHED KONDO QUANTUM DOTS

Piotr Stefa«ski
Institute of Mole ular Physi s of the Polish A ademy of S ien es,
Smolu howskiego 17, 60-179 Pozna«, Poland
(Re eived July 10, 2002)

Condu tan e through a system onsisting of a wire with two sideatta hed quantum dots is al ulated. Both the quantum dots take part
in destru tive interferen e with ballisti hannel through the wire. Su h
geometry of the devi e allows to ontrol the strength of the quantum interferen e and suppression of the ondu tan e through the system. The
minimum present in the gate voltage hara teristi s of the ondu tan e
an be turned into plateau. We propose an experimental setup where the
strength of the quantum interferen e an be smoothly ontrolled by hanging the level positions inside quantum dots by appropriate gate voltages.
PACS numbers: 72.15.Qm, 73.63.b

Kondo ee t, a fas inating phenomenon investigated intensively for last
three de ades, has been observed in resonant ele troni transport through
nanodevi es [1℄ re ently. In geometry where a quantum dot (QD) is sideoupled to the quantum wire, it a ts as Kondo s attering entre. There
appear two transmission hannels for traveling ele troni waves: ballisti
hannel through a wire and a hannel formed by the QD Kondo resonan e at
the Fermi level. Destru tive interferen e of both hannels auses suppression
of the transmission. This geometry is on eptually analogous to the Fano
model [2℄ onsisting of a ontinuous spe trum and a dis rete level.
A single quantum dot side-atta hed to a perfe t wire was investigated
in resonant regime in [35℄. Quantum interferen e in a QD bridged by a
dire t hannel was also investigated by us [6℄. In this paper we study a
double-side-QD arrangement (see the diagram inset in Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Condu tan e vs QD1 spatial level position for the system depi ted in the
inset. Curves are al ulated for T = 0, U = 1 meV "2 = U=2 and oupling to
the wire t = 5:3 meV ( = 1; 2). Two urves for nite temperatures ( ir les) are
also in luded. Curve with stars orresponds to T = 0 and "2 = 0:1 meV. Curve
for t1 = 3:8 meV (triangles) depi ts QD1 in Coulomb blo kade regime.

Hamiltonian of the nanodevi e is taken in the form:
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where -index numbers quantum dots. We assume spin-only degenera y of
the dis rete QD's levels. t represents hopping between the wire and the
quantum dots and t - hopping between the wire and the ele trode . The
last two terms in Eq. (1) represent the perfe t single-mode quantum wire
and the ele trodes. Density of states in the wire and in the ele trodes have
been assumed to have Lorentzian shape with a halfwidth mu h larger than
Kondo temperature of ea h QD.
To al ulate ondu tan e through the onsidered nanodevi e, total density of states should be known at the point where both quantum dots are
atta hed to the wire. It has been al ulated with the use of Dyson equation written in the form of s attering T -matrix for intera ting ase. At the
rst stage the al ulation has been performed for ele tron G0; propagating
through the wire in the presen e of one quantum dot only (Eq. (2)). Then
Dyson equation (Eq. (3)) has been written in the presen e of the se ond QD,
but with a Green fun tion already dressed in the rst step G1; . As a result
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we have:

:::

G1; (!) = G0; (!) + G0; (!)T1; (!)G0; (!) ;
G2; (!) = G1; (!) + G1; (!)T2; (!)G1; (!) ;
attering matrix T ; (! ) = t2 Gd ; (! ) whi h ontains
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(2)
(3)

ele troni
with the s
orrelations ausing Kondo ee t. A bare ondu tion ele tron retarded propagator is taken in the form G0; (! ) = iwire (! ). Gd ; (! ) is a dressed
propagator of the ele tron lo alized in QD . The interferen e ee ts between G0; (G1; ) and Gd1; (Gd2; ) are omprised in the terms [G0; ℄2 T1;
([G1; ℄2 T2; ).
In Eq. (3) apart from terms of the type G0; (! )T ; (! )G0; (! ),
( = 1; 2), whi h des ribe s attering of the ele troni wave in a parti ular
dot , also terms of the form G0; (! )T1; (! )G0; (! )T2; (! )G0; (! ) appear,
des ribing pro esses of multiple s attering, when both DQs are involved. We
have analyzed the inuen e on the ondu tan e of ea h term separately.
Cal ulations of dressed propagators Gd1 (! ) and Gd2 (! ) in luding manybody ee ts have been performed within interpolative perturbative s heme
(IPS) [7℄ whi h is an extension of the self onsistent se ond order perturbation
in Coulomb repulsion U [8℄ to the atomi limit. This method fullls Friedel
Langreth sum rule [9℄ and allows to al ulate density of states of quantum dot
oupled to ele trodes and ondu tan e for various temperatures and oupling
to ele trodes. Spe tral density of the nanodevi e has been al ulated from
the relation nano; (! ) = (1= )ImG2; (! + iÆ ).
Linear-response zero bias ondu tan e has been al ulated [10℄ for the
symmetri oupling to the leads (! ) = 2t2 el (! ) (tL = tR = t):

G(Vg1 ; Vg2 ) =

e2 X
h 

2
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"
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(4)

where f (") is the Fermi distribution fun tion, and gate voltage dependen e
on the quantum dots level positions has been written expli itly.
Condu tan e through the nanodevi e vs level position of QD1 and representative values of QD2 level position is plotted in Fig. 1. A perfe t resonan e at T = 0 for the Anderson impurity takes pla e when " = U=2,
i.e. for the symmetri Anderson model. In the onsidered symmetry it orresponds to a full strength of destru tive interferen e and total extin tion
of the transmission. When the dot level is empty (" > 0) or fully o upied
(" + U < 0) the dot very weakly disturbs the transport through the wire.
Thus, by setting "2 = 0:1 meV (see Fig. 1) QD2 is driven far from resonan e.
In this ase ondu tan e vs level position "1 resembles the urve for one sideoupled quantum dot [35℄. When the level "1 is shifted towards the Fermi
level, "F = 0, by an appropriate gate voltage, the QD1 is gradually tuned
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to a maximum resonan e. In the range of "1 < 0 and "1 + U > 0 (i.e. when
level "1 is singly o upied) the ele troni transport is ompletely blo ked at
T = 0. Pi ture drasti ally hanges when QD2 is driven to a perfe t resonan e by setting "2 = 0:5 meV (see the urve with bla k squares). In this
ase, when "1 is doubly o upied or empty, the ondu tan e is destroyed in
turn by perfe t Kondo resonan e of QD2 (it is seen that ondu tan e goes to
zero when j "1 j ! 1). When "1 is shifted towards Fermi level, the multiple
s attering in reases and enhan es the ondu tan e to the unitary limit when
"1 rea hes the value U=2. These terms exa tly ompensate destru tive
inuen e of QD2 in this region. Thus, the ondu tan e is fully blo ked by
resonant s attering of QD1 . When "1 rosses Fermi level multiple s attering
de reases and ondu tan e is diminished by destru tive interferen e of QD2
again.
At nite temperatures, neither QD1 nor QD2 are able to fully blo k the
ondu tan e be ause Kondo ee t is partially diminished. In this ase, an
intermediate situation takes pla e when both QDs have omparable destru tive inuen e on ele troni wave propagating through the wire and a plateau
of ondu tan e is observed (see the urves for nite temperatures).
For weaker oupling of the QD1 to the wire (t1 = 3:8 meV) the dot enters
Coulomb blo kade regime and two peaks with a separation of the order of
U be ome visible in ondu tan e.
This work was supported by the Polish State Committee for S ienti
Resear h (KBN) under Grant No. 2 P03B 087 19.
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